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At Cyclonaire, we combine top-quality equipment and system 
design integrity with comprehensive 24/7 personal service. 
We offer the latest in sand-handling technology that’s perfect 
for all types of rail transportation, whether you’re working with 
light-rail passenger trams, remote branch lines, in-yard service 
tracks or high-speed mainlines.

1.  TrackSider® Sanding Systems are designed to help you streamline and 
problem-solve. They are cleaner, more convenient and much more efficient 
than an outdated sanding tower. 

2.  Cyclonaire systems are state-of-the-art. All cutting-edge controls and fault 
monitors are standard features.

3.  Cyclonaire systems create a cleaner, safer work environment for employees 
by minimizing the common delivery, spotting/respotting and filling issues. 
Overall air quality is protected too, which is good for employees and the 
environment.

4.  Climbing Safety – Each system is rugged, made to last and can be up and 
running in very little time. Our systems are also user-friendly and equipped 
with climbing-safety features, so fall protection gear isn’t required.

5.  Budget-friendly. No matter what the requirements are, one of Cyclonaire’s 
systems can update your sanding processes and equipment. 
One of Cyclonaire’s systems can fit your capital plan.

6.  Decrease Operating Costs. Because TrackSider® Sanding Systems are easy 
to use and maintain so unnecessary upkeep procedures are reduced and it 
will speed up servicing.
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Upgrading your existing sand tower? Planning for a brand 
new installation of a whole different system? Either way, 
we can work with you and make recommendations on our 
various systems: 

• LVR-QuickSander™ is sized for light rail and trams.

•  ST-QuickSander™ offers on platform storage and small footprint for service 
tracks.

• �SandMaster™ is self-contained single spot sander that arrives completely 
assembled and includes the Cyclonaire Dense Phase Pneumatic conveyor. 
Also features automatic sand shutoff for filling and spill prevention.

•  MainLiner™ Sanding System is our high-performance sand-on-demand 
system.

• �Cyclonaire�Gravity�Sand�Towers provide traditional and economical 
gravity-feed operations for conventional replacement.

• �SandBagger offers easy installation and is simple to relocate as operations 
change. Ideally suited for low-volume sanding needs.

• �SandAide is a self-contained, self-propelled, pneumatic sanding unit. 
The SandAide relieves yard congestion and shuffling power by taking sand 
to your Motive Power.

•  SandAlong is self-sufficient and rugged trailer-mounted unit, with the ability to 
get you to that remote locomotive. All your sanding needs follow along. 

•  In addition, Cyclonaire designs custom-built solutions that are tailored to meet 
your precise needs. Our engineers can evaluate your specific application and 
help you select a system option to best fit your location.

For more than 40 years, Cyclonaire has combined high-quality equipment and 
system design integrity with exceptional customer service. Whether you need a 
basic sand dispenser or a complete sanding system for multiple tracks, we can 
maximize your operation and meet your company’s precise needs. 

Contact Cyclonaire at 1-800-445-0730. We’re happy to answer any questions you 
have or assess your current railroad sanding operations. 


